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Spartan Shops unruffled by $72,000 loss
By Liz Lynott
Associate editor
Spartan Shops and Food Service officials
say they are not overly concerned with the
$72,000 loss they suffered during the fiscal
year ending June 10, 1985. Nevertheless, they
say they have tightened internal controls this
semester in order to avoid any further losses.
"It’s just one of those things, we make
money some years and we don’t make money
other years," said Ed Zant, general manager
of Spartan Shops. "When you figure it’s over
$3 million in sales, it’s a small loss,"
According to Zant, the money was lost in
the Student Union cafeteria and the old cafe-

teria due to the combination of their food
prices increasing, poor food portioning and
control.
In spite of this "small loss," Charles
Black, S.U. cafeteria manager, said that they
are enforcing measures which will ensure
that the same thing does not happen again.
By the end of last fiscal year cafeteria administrators realized that they had suffered
some losses, Black said.
"We saw all along that there were some
problems," Black said. "We had a phenomenal employee turnover last semester and the
receiving clerk quit mid-semester and we
just had to try and make it."

In addition to the receiving clerk quitting, Black said that poor inventory control,
inadequate service in food portioning and
some carelessness in overall buying made up
for the $72,000 loss.
"We had bad inventory control and theft
problems last year as well as problems in
overall receiving," Black said. "The overall
receiving procedure this year has changed
the way things are run and we don’t have the
over-buying that we did last year."
A concentrated effort was made in the
hiring of a professional receiving clerk, who
works for both the S.U. and old cafeterias. because Spartan Shops wanted someone with

restaurant management and food experience
in order to keep tighter controls on food distribution, ordering, portioning and spoilage.
Black said.
In the past, controls were lax on food distribution within the cafeteria, he said. Employees were failing to sign for food when it
was taken to another food service area and
were picking it up without accounting for it.
"I think the new receiving clerk is one of
the catalysts in changing things around this
semester," said Joann Basher-Marahrens,
manager of the old cafeteria.
According to Black they ran into additional problems with employee thefts and pilfer -

age in the S.0 cafeteria. In order to keep
these under control this semester they are
making a real effort to let all of the employees know that there are people watching
them.
However, he said that he is presently not
overly concerned because, "this semester we
have a good, conscious staff "
Basher-Marahrens said that the old cafeteria staff has seen a definite turnover since
the 1984 spring semester. Four out of the six
supervisors in her area were replaced this
fall semester and roughly 25 percent of the
previous semester’s student employees were
continued on page 4

Ramp called
’no good’

Place in the sun

Disabled want elevator

Ken Peter Ruinard - Daily staff phorographei
Terry Schnitz found the one sunlit seat in Morris Dailey Auditorium yesterday morning where She Could study for her psychology Class.

Renovation project
gets $250,000 boost
By Darren Edward Raker
Daily staff writer
Architects’ plans for the new facility for the School of Engineering’s
Project 88 renovation, along with a
8250,000 check from Lockheed, were
presented to Dean Jay Pinson and
President Gail Fullerton at an informal meeting yesterday.
"We (the School of Engineering,
the president’s office and the CaliforUniversity chancellor’s ofState
nia
fice) received a number of various
configurations that the architect has
provided us, and we’ll spend the next
few days reviewing them with the architect and trying to come up with a
decision," Pinson said.
Lockheed Vice President, Al Schroter, presented Fullerton with a
8250,000 donation. This is the first
check SJSU has received for Project
811, although more than $7 million has
been pledged so far.
After the decision is made on
which scheme to use, it will be sent to
the CSU Board of Trustees at their
Jan. 15 meeting for approval.
&mu Executive Vice President,
J. Handel Evans, said he is confident
the board will approve whatever
scheme is proposed.

"Ninety-nine out of every 100 proposals presented to the board is approved," he said.
Dworsky Associates, an architectural firm from Los Angeles, presented five different schemes to the
university.
"We’ve been working on this for
a few months," said Dan Dworsky,
president of Dworsky Associates.
"We came up with five schemes because we try to give the school
enough options to fit their needs."
The largest of the schemes in
terms of square feet is Scheme Two.
a 312 -story structure that will cover
173,940 square feet. The tallest is
Scheme Five, a five-story structure
that would be taller than Clark Library, said Public Information Director, Dick Staley.
Each of the five schemes has 2,200 square feet of what Dworsky
called a "mechanical penthouse "
"A mechanical penthouse is a
space that is strictly devoted to mechanical equipment and not to the
normal occupancy of people," he
said. "Since it’s a penthouse, it will
obviously be on the top floor."
"We hope this is the first of many
donations to come," Pinson said.

Committee
to study
child care
By David Leland
Daily staff writer
An ad hoc steering committee for child care at SJSU is approaching the program’s problems scientifically and will
answer some important questions this spring.
The committee, which reports directly to SJSU President
Gail Fullerton, is tabulating the
results from two polls; one surveying students and the other
polling faculty and staff.
The results from the student survey are still being analyzed and the faculty -staff data
is being keyed into the computer.
"The results will blow everybody’s mind," said Ben Mc Kendall, dean of student services and head of the ad hoc
steering committee.
McKendall declined to elaborate, saying he wanted to wait
until all the results are in.
The student survey, a random sample conducted last
spring, asked 0.5 percent of the
continued on page 3

By 1.aura Cronin
Daily staff writer
Marty Schuller, director of the Disabled Students
Services Program, requested an elevator from the
ground level of the Business Tower since the existing
ramp does not meet proper codes, is inaccessible, and is a
long and steep 70 feet.
What the program received for its money was a 90
foot ramp instead of the elevator it requested.
The disabled students program has been waiting
three years for the first wave of barrier removal funds allocated in spring 1985.
The program at SJSU received 8125,000 from the California State University budget last semester, to be used
for fall construction.
"It is not good to spend money on disabled projects if
these projects are not going to meet the needs of disabled
students," Schuller said.
The substituted ramp is scheduled to be completed in
June and will be located on the north side of the Business
Tower by Building Q.
"We’re building a ramp that’s no good," said Tom
Maxon, 1984 president of the Disabled Students Association. "The original scope was for an elevator and it was
all changed without asking disabled people," he said.
"It is out of the way and cumbersome for the disabled," Schuller said.
The difference between the ramp and elevator is
termed a change in scope by Facilities and Development.
The cost difference is 549,500 but the reason given for this
change in scope is that the proposed free-standing elevator would have been "unsightly."
"This reason is extremely offensive, and ludicrous,"
said Debra ,Sampson, assistant director of Career Planning and Placement.
Although Disabled Student Services is supposed to
have input, Schutter said, he was never consulted about
the change.
Maxon said that Facilities and Development never
asked the Mainstream Advisory Committee for its recommendation.
The committee is set up on all 19 CSU campuses, and
consists of the disabled and concerned citizens interested
in improving conditions for the disabled.
continued on page 3

Mercury News publisher
to leave SJSU committees
By C. Martin Carroll
Daily forum editor
When Tony Ridder leaves San
Jose Feb. 1, SJSU will lose the active
support and influence of one of its
most influential allies.
Bidder, best known as publisher
of the San Jose Mercury News, will
vacate several committees important to SJSU among them the University Advisory Board and the Sparwhen he goes to
tan Foundation
Miami to accept a promotion to president of business and news for Knight Bidder Newspapers Inc.
The University Advisory Board.
a 13-member panel of community
leaders in business, industry and government, acts as a sounding board
for SJSU President Gail Fullerton on
campus -related matters such as the
closure of San Carlos Street, the expansion of Spartan Stadium and fund
raising. The Spartan Foundation
raises money for SJSU athletics.
Bidder, considered to be among
the most respected power brokers in
Santa Clara County, is chairman of
the advisory board.
Fullerton said SJSU is "going to
miss his contribution in people and
funding."
Kidder, 45, said he is "not all that

Tony Ridder
happy to be leaving" San Jose He
has been at the Mercury News for 21
years, nine as the publisher.
"It seems to me the university is
a great treasure to this community,"
Bidder said. There is a long-term
shortage of trained engineers and
business people for Silicon Valley
companies, he said. The university

must continue to develop and improve its schools of business and engineering to help Silicon Valley companies meet the heavy demand for
qualified personnel, he said.
According to Ridder, it is very
important for the university to churn
out people in a wide variety of fields,
but that the schools of business and
engineering are especially impor
tent.
Halsey Burke, a wealthy San
Jose businessman and a 25-year veteran of the University Advisory
Board, said "The main asset of (Ridder) to the university is that he’s
been a strong booster and a valuable
chairman to the advisory committee "
Burke said the advisory board
meets with Fullerton "whenever
there’s something to discuss,"
usually four to six times a year, and
"carries the ( university’s) message"
to the (San Jose) City Council or the
state Legislature to "present the university’s case."
Burke said the usual method for
selecting a new chairman of the University Advisory Board is for Fullerton to solicit the opinion of the
board. The members decide who Is
continued on page 4
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I left my heart in. . . Los Angeles?
What is the problem with native Northern Californians or even semi -native Northern Californians?
Either these people have a terrible identity crisis or
they just think they are incredibly superior to everyone
else living in California, especially Southern Californians.
Just mention Los Angeles, UCLA or USC, or Rodeo
Drive and Northern Californians break out in hives. Their
palms get all sweaty and normally passive and conservative people suddenly become all hot and bothered.
It’s amazing to watch. Northern California has so
much to offer in the way of entertainment, scenic sights,
and shopping, but NCs obviously forget all that and suddenly they see green. It appears to be an extreme case of
jealousy. But why?
NCs just love to say how much they hate (and I do
mean HATE) anything and everything about Southern
California. They even want to become a separate state.
Now that’s silly. What good would it do? With these two
regions together, California is a paradise. Everyone
wants to come to California.
The other day I was given the privilege to listen to a
pompous jerk who stated in no uncertain terms that he
hated Southern California, he wanted nothing to do with
it, don’t talk about it in front of him and he would like it to
disappear from the face of the earth.
,
However, this same jerk was gaing to Disneyland the
hext weekend and Disneyland is just one of his favorite
places to go. Well, that’s just great.
The problem with all this hatred NCs have for Southern California is that it is very contradictory. They really
.hate Southern California, but they don’t mind Disneyland,
beaches, the movies made there or Palm Springs at
:spring break.
In fact NCs brag whenever they get to go to these
:places. It’s almost a status point it’s so wonderful.
:
Well, maybe NCs aren’t the only ones who have feel3iigs about this subject. Southern Californians know how
1QCs feel, but they really don’t care. After all, the SCs are
:down there and are very happy to be down there, thank
ifou. They are where the NCs want to be, but the NCs
4on’t admit it

Anne
Spandau
It is very hard for a transplanted SC to listen to all
this crap, especially when this transplant from Seal
Beach and Palm Springs is me. Everyone wants to go to
these places, but they cut Southern California to the
quick.
Now the obvious response from an NC is to tell me to
go back where I came from or why did I ever come here in
the first place? I came to SJSU because it has a good journalism school and I stay here because I like Northern California. And I’m not ashamed to admit it. But I still like
Southern California, too.
There’s nothing wrong with liking both parts of California. Northern California has the beautiful San Francisco city and bay, Silicon Valley, and the Lake Tahoe
area with all the wonderful skiing areas.
Southern California has Beverly Hills, Hollywood,
and all those glorious beaches, not to mention Palm
Springs.
If, somehow, someone could find a happy medium between these two regional identities, maybe this problem
could be resolved. Why be so negative about something so
exciting?
We live in a state that is truly blessed. We have what
everyone wants and what everyone drools about: A state
that has every type of attraction. Be happy about it.

_chnstmas 1 985: A time to forget

America never learns
Thls country has no memory, no sense of history and
:Can’t recall bad times of just over a decade ago.
Tragedies are forgotten and sugar-coated in warped
-retellings that prime new generations to make the same
:mistakes again.
:
The Vietnam War was one of America’s biggest mis:lakes in this century and it’s being presented lately as just
:another thrilling jungle adventure.
Despite years of full -color coverage on national tele-itision, the realistically gruesome "Apocalypse Now" and
:the opening of a memorial in Washington, the Vietnam
:War is somehow being glamorized.
: It’s enough to make a 600 activist shake his head in
:amazement and disappointment.
Sylvester Stallone’s moronic blockbuster "Rambo:
:First Blood Part 11" started it all.
This disgusting piece of celluloid outraged many vet:
erans who know that Vietnam was no exciting romp
through the woods.
They know that war is not something great to grow up
in, and that killing and maiming foreigners is not the essence of manhood.
The reality is that more than 55,000 American lives
were lost until our troops left in 1973.
More than 300,000 U.S. soldiers were injured and
more than 200,000 Vietnamese died in a war fought for
reasons that are still unclear to most in this country.
Horrible new weapons were tested on innocent human
beings.
Many G.I.s came back with fried brains because of
their shocking experiences. Some may still be over there.
The Rambo films were bad enough but something far
more appalling will be making their appearances under
Christmas trees and in stockings everywhere: Rambo
toys.
Stores are going to be filled with all sorts of sick
Rambo playthings.
There’s goi:ig to be more than just the usual machine
guns and rifles.
Kids can have cannon-equipped tricycles. They can
get "soft and safe hand grenades" to blow up their neigh-

Letter Policy

The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters.
Bring them to the Daily office in Dwight Bente’ Hell or to the
Student Union Information Desk.
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature, major.

.11.16.4161.A.r.
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Letters to the Editor
Prof would use personal prejudice as public policy
Editor,
While Prof. Wettergreen’s ethics are his own affair,
the level of thinking displayed in his recent interview is a
matter of public concern. If he reasons this poorly in his
presumably considered public remarks, he is not fit to be
a university professor.
He appears to think that unreasoned personal prejudice is a sound basis for public policy. The good professor
gives us such vague and sweeping statements as: "sexual
behavior (is) very corrupt," "homosexuals are usually
disease-laden." or "heterosexuality must be preferred."
since teteros have children. His sentences abound with:
"I believe," "we must," "I tbink," "Tdon’t think," etc. If
one blacks out these phrases his comments look like zebras.
His confusion about who injected public interference
into private sexual behavior is typical of the man. It was
dogmatic homophobes such as he who banned private ho-

mosexual acts a century before AIDS. To Prof. Wetter.
green, only democratic opposition to tyrannical anti-gay
laws counts as making sexual behavior a public issue,
If homosexuality were outlawed the gay community
would simply go underground, thwarting any testing program to diagnose AIDS. Compulsory mass testing would
be widely resisted and be almost useless because of the
enormous number of false positives. The current policy of
encouraging the high-risk populations to take the test voluntarily is far more effective and just than banning sodomy. But Prof. Wettergreen, who seems to look forward
to fighting gays in the streets to save them from AIDS and
"anal abuse," doesn’t want his opportunity taken away
from him.
Ted Lawry
Mary Leonard
Ph.D., physics
Chemistry
University of California at Berkeley
Freshman

Tyrone
thinks Students for America unjustly accused
van Hooydonk Reader
Editor,
bors.
Even formerly innocent electric train sets, a popular
old Christmas gift standard, has been warped by toymakers this year.
One company is marketing a Rambo railroad. The familiar blue and gold Santa Fe scheme has been replaced
with camouflage colors. Cars that used to carry coal and
freight are now loaded with weapons and explosives.
The most insulting product to come out is "Rambo
Black Flak Bubble Gum."
This shredded Rambo candy is supposed to be shrapnel.
Yum.
All of these toys are sure to be promoted by a Saturday morning cartoon
The Rambo films certainly had a right to be made
and shown but they are being managed in a deplorable
manner.
Filming an asinine movie like this is one thing but licensing it for toys and a cartoon is wrong.
The young generations aren’t finding out about the
real Vietnam War on television, in movies or in schools.
And most of their parents don’t remember what happened
and don’t care.
The real John Rambo of the Vietnam War, dead and
buried, didn’t teach this country a thing
phone number and class standing.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters for
libel and length.
The editorials and opinions expressed are the those of
the Daily staff and the authors

Denver Lewellen’s attack on Students for America
(Misnomer: Students for America. Nov. 19) reminds me
of a recent political cartoon which cynically proposed that
the letters d, g, and o be removed from the alphabet because, when arranged in a certain way they might foster
religion.
I am amazed at Lewellen’s paranoia over the term
"Christian Nation." This country’s early leaders, such as
Thomas Jefferson, always based their national decision
on Judeo-Christian principles, as has Reagan. I can see no
harm in having God on America’s side.
Lewellen accuses Students for America of being unAmerican because, he alleges, its viewpoint does not represent all Americans, as its name implies. If this is true,
Lewellen cannot call himself a legitimate newspaper columnist either, since his views do not coincide with those of
all other columnists. What a ridiculous idea!
In his tirade against.the name Students for America,

Lewellen also somehow manages to overlook the fact that
left-wing groups such as "Students for Peace" are actively promoting rioting and revolution. Come on, Mr. Lewellen, how about giving criticism where it is due?
Finally, Lewellen argues that the increasing strength
of the conservative movement proposes a threat to the
two-party system. Well, whose fault is that?
The liberal movement has declined simply because it
has plunged off the left end of the political scale. If the liberal movement continues to cater to to radical special -interest groups such as homosexuals, abortionists, socialists, et. al., it will eventually run out of "well meaning but
naive" people to mislead.
If the left wing seeks political balance, it should clean
up its own act rather than jealously criticize its conservative counterparts.
John Bliss
Music
Sophomore

America was founded on the freedom of expression
Editor,
I have been disturbed lately while reading the Spartan Daily.
Not so much at the reporting, although my birds are
requesting something else to line their cage, but at the
opinions of both the readers and reporters. I am referring
to both the liberal and conservative elements.
The letters and opinions all year have ranged from
forcing me to wear a seatbelt to saying that a professor is
an idiot because he believes in a contrary viewpoint.
For those of you who don’t remember, contrary viewpoints are what this country is founded on.
There are too many cultures in this country to make it
a cultural tie; language ranges from state to state. The
only unchanging, binding force that the United States has
is opinions differing maybe, but opinions.
To force someone, anyone, into not allowing free,

competent opinions to be expressed, whether through outright censorship of pornography as some people would
like, or humiliating a person by name-calling and demagoguery as many letters and opinions in the Daily are, or
just not allowing equal access, as with the Daily’s editorial cartoon, is wrong. Let’s see a Democrat get roasted,
guys.
If we don’t allow expression of thoughtful ideas we
cannot learn, we stop thinking. When we stop thinking,
our country, the United States of America, ceases to exist
and our friends are gone forever.
I sincerely hope Thomas Jefferson and the rest didn’t
waste their time some 200 years ago in writing the U.S.
Constitution.
Robert E. Comstock II
History
Senior

Thompson, A.S. doing good work

Columnist should be shoe salesman

Editor,
In his letter of Dec. 4, Keith Carts lambasted Hunter
S. Thompson’s Monday night "speech" and Associated
Students’ decision to sponsor "a lush like Thompson." it
is just this attitude from a "journalist" that could put an
end to journalism as well as freedom of speech, right to
assemble, etc.
As for the AS., by sponsoring a diversity of events,
they manage to satisfy "some of the people most of the
time."
As for Thompson, whose Monday night speech
touched on the mentality of censorship and the effects of a
closed mind, salut!
As for Carts, I would like to take the opportunity,
while still available, to express my concern and my grief
that a journalism student, of all people, would use an open
forum such as "Letters to the Editor," to speak out
against freedom of speech.
Thompson, A.S , keep up the good work.
Lawrence Stapleton
Mechanical engineering
Senior

Editor,
In concern of Eric "Stanton Room Only" Stanion’s
column that appeared in the Dec 5 edition, now I know
why 1 gave up print journalism.
It doesn’t take much knowledge or even common
sense to write such articles as Stanion’s.
Someone please wake this man up!
No, Eric, your articles are not a success. Rather, they
are insignificant clutter of what could be considered valuable newsprint space.
And hey, Eric, as for your concern about the football
team wanting to heat the hell out of you, I’m sure all the
athletes feel the same toward you as does the football
team.
Quit the business, please. Shoe World and K -Mart
need a few good men.
Jim Banner
Radio-TV
Senior
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Committee to evaluate
child care questionnaire
continued from page
registered students about their child
care needs and demographic information.
"We polled 1,200 students in two
mailings and got 632 responses," said
Anna Kuhl, who is doing research
and statistics for the ad hoc committee. "The margin of error will be
very small."
The entire faculty and staff
(2,400) were also polled by mail early
in the fall and the response was tremendous, said McKendall.
"Judging from the speed of the
response, we have tapped into something deeply felt by staff and faculty," McKendall said. "Currently,
faculty and staff members are left to
fend for themselves as far as child
care goes.
"It is clear that the most ideal
child care arrangement will include
student, faculty and staff children,"
McKendall said.
McKendall said when the results
are tabulated the committee will review the data and make a recommendation to Fullerton. The committee’s
primary goal is for affordable, available child care with high educational
quality, he said.
While the committee is awaiting
the results, it is looking at child care
centers that appear to be working at
other colleges.
Currently, the child care at SJSL’
is located off-campus at Frances Gulland Child Development Center, in
St. Paul’s United Methodist Church
at 10th and San Salvador streets.
There are 52 children enrolled in
the temporary facility, which uses a
fenced-in parking lot for a playground.
At the California State University at Sacramento, the students are
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Correction
Roger Wert was incorrectly iden
tified in yesterday’s Spartan Daily
He should have been identified as
chairman of the Campus Democrats
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isn’t used for the new ramp
"We are continually facing the wrong kinds of solutions to our access needs," Schulter said.
"Disabled students would like to have more input
and feedback from facilities on a regular basis too,"
she said.
Schuller said that better communication between
the two parties would help avoid controversies like the
Business Tower ramp.
"If we had regular updates from facilities, and a
liaison to our Mainstream Advisory Committee as we
have requested, we could avoid more costly projects
later, and unneccessary embarrassment for all."
Schuller said.
John Montgomery, the interim director of Facilities and Development, said he will appoint a liaison or
he will go to the committee meetings. The meeting
dates are listed on his calendar. and Schuller has sent
Montgomery agendas for the upcoming meetings. Facilities Contracts Coordinator Bobbi Kesling attended
the third meeting.
"Facilities is very important to us," Schuller said.
"If we can’t get in the buildings and can’t park, we
can’t come to school here."
Maxon questioned the feasibility of the new ramp.
"I took a young lady in a wheelchair to the Business Tower the other day and I couldn’t get up that
ramp. I’m a physically healthy person, and I had a hell
of a time doing it." Maxon said.

ChIPS11,18 Frankendal

Entertainer Num,

Assistant Photo Elinor .

1st

continued from page I
"Is there any policy in facilities of coming and
asking the people who need to use these things if they
are in the best interest of these people, or are the able
bodied jumping out and saying this is what is going to
be built" Maxon asked.
"As far as I’m concerned, somebody . . didn’t
even have the decency to come and ask anybody on
this campus who is disabled to make an input on this
new ramp," Maxon said.
Maxon said that there were unsightly things all
over the campus, and accessibility and reasonable accommodation should be the determining factors.
"And reasonably accommodating us, by saying
we’ll build some ramp on the other side of town where
it won’t make an eyesore, is not the accommodation I
expect," he said.
According to Schuller, no one on the Mainstream
Advisory Committee had a chance to look at the new
plans.
"No one on the committee or the Disabled Students director signed off on the Business Tower
ramp," Schutt er said.
Now that the scope changes have been approved
by the state departments of finance and public works
and the CSU chancellor’s office, there is no money in
the budget for an elevator.
Associate Dean of Student Services Benjamin Mc Kendall said that the whole project would be scratched
and the money would revert to the general fund if it

Eric Simon

Assistant Sport. Editor

Photo Editor

we

in complete control of the child care University, where the child care syscenter, which is located on campus tem operates on a parent co-op basis.
and serves between 60 and 80 chil"Parents have to help out in the
dren.
classroom as teacher aides," said
director of the child care "Two years ago, the students had Fran Roth,
a referendum to charge each student center.
82.50 with their student fees to go into
Roth said the number of hours
child care," said Shirley Uplinger, di- depends on the number of hours the
Sacrector of student development at
child is there and how old they are
ramento State.
A five-year -old child receiving
Uplinger said the emphasis is on full-time care would require the pareducating the children.
ent to put in five hours a week, she
"We are not a baby-sitting serv- said.
ice," she said.
"Most parents come to help be"They
The child care program is com- fore or after work," she said.
pletely operated by student govern- can buy out of some of their hours,
but
they
have
to
put
in
a
minimum
of
ment, which Uplinger disagrees with.
two hours a week to keep the co-op in
"There should be some adminis- operation.
trative input," she said. "If for no
The chili care facilities are loother reason than the student governStanford campus and
ment members are changing each se- cated on the
provide care for 210 children of stumester."
dents, staff and faculty. The funding
Another child care prototype comes entirely from the parent’s
being studied is operating at Stanford fees, Roth said
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Ridder to leave San Jose
continued from page I
Able to devote an adequate. amount of
Lime to the unpaid position He would
not speculate on w ho uould succeed

Kidder
Ridder is credited with being inittrumental in the formation of the
President’s Council, an important
bind -raising group and an active
board member of the Spartan Foundation, raising much of the money for
the new scoreboard installed in Spartan Stadium in 1984

Prof James Noah, public rela
tions spokesman for the University

Advisory Board until 1979, said Ridder’s move will "leave a real vacuum" and that the university will
miss Ridder’s low-key, quiet influence and "sense of commitment" to
the university
"Tony has always been a real
force in this town," Noah said. "Everybody listens when Tony speaks"
Noah remembered that Ridder
was "very helpful during the crazy

The Polynesian Experience
Join us For Lunch or Dinner and let us take you to the islands

the late sixties,- when the
campus was beset with student dent
onstrations over U.S. involvement in
Vietnam "Even if he couldn’t help
you himself, he knew who could."
Ernie Lopez, SJSU director of de
velopment from 1979 to 1984. said
Ridder has been of "Category A" im
portance to SJSU.
!Udder is "one of those people
you could absolutely rely on His support is critical and I’m sorry to see
him leaving San Jose," Lopez said.
days of

LUNCH BUFFET
icouttng you. favor.. Scotts mobs,
enttees Moto. salads, toed rice.
abundant Itesh Iwo in season and much
c

1110-2 30 Pu monde. it,.
Today, Sunday Brunch 10 PM -1 PM
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St,

DINNER
ftable-ode Swwel
An array ol Cantonese and Mandator
spectators as well as our delft- wits
seafood and steaks
Sunday Oyu Thursday S-10 PM
oday & Saturday S 11 PM
Ser. ins the South Pat it,
Sons, 19)4

Spartan Shops tighten controls
following year’s $72,000 loss
continued from page
not re-hired for the fall semester due
to poor job performance
Basher-Mahahrens said that due
to the demands on a student’s schedule, it has been difficult to provide adequate training for them. Now, however, she said she is working out a
rotating system that will enable
small groups of student employees to
be properly trained in order to avoid
further losses due to lack of training.
She said the supervisor’s job will
emphasize close relations with the

student employees to ensure the jobs
are being done correctly, unlike the
previous semesters.
According to Zant, they do not expect the same losses this fiscal year
because there has already been a 7
percent increase in sales due to more
students on campus, and an approximate 4 percent increase in food
prices to the students will account for
some of the loss.
"We don’t try to make a lot of
money in the food services area,"
Zant said. "We try to keep prices rea-

Stevens Creek Blvd , at Lawrenc e Expressway
Cupertino (408) 996-3547

sonable and stay away from regular
increases. ’typically we increase our
prices in August and we re-evaluate
them in December."
In spite of the rough period for
the S.U. cafeteria and tete old cafete
ria, Basher-Mahahren said that
things are progressively turning
around, and already they have been
seeing improvements.
"This is an adjustment semes
ter," Basher-Mahahren said. "By
next semester all of these new pro.
grams should be working well."

A UNIOUE
MOROCCAN DINING
WITHOUT COMPROMISE
Banquet facilities
any Group from 210 200
Reseryatmos (4091 294-2243
145W Santa Clara Street
between Market St & San Pedro SO
San Joao, CA 95113

294 - 2243

Deukmejian wants Manson kept in jail
SACRAMENTO (AP
Gov.
George Deukmejian requested the
state parole board Wednesday to
deny parole to Charles Manson, and
Manson family members Bobby
Beausoleil and Susan Atkins.
In a scarcely veiled criticism of
the state Supreme Court, Deukmejian, in a letter to Ron Koenig, chairman of the state Board of Prison
Terms, wrote that each of the three
were given the death penalty by a
jury.
"But for a subsequent decision of

California’s Supreme Court in 1972
which invalidated the death penalty,
all three inmates might well have
been executed long ago. Their eligibility for parole rests upon a fortuity,
the Supreme Court’s decision in a
separate case," he said.
Bobby Beausoleil’s parole hearing was Wednesday at San Luis
Obispo. The acting executive officer
of the parole board, Gilbert Saucedo,
said parole was denied because of the
"heinous and callous" nature of his
1969 murder of musician Gary Hin-

...make the season merry and show
you’ve remembered someone special!

7:1.10.401Mall eellOCCME OISTaksita;.\\
010,50. rho rtefl
no. bees New acci
roomette twcoson to comes,. ,

The best old fashion
hamburger and home
made fries in San Jose

man on the Manson ranch.
The panel also noted that Beauso.
leil had been in contact with Manson
for instructions before the mortal
stabbing.
Susan Atkins, convicted along
with Manson and others in the seven
Sharon Tate murders of 1969, is
scheduled for a parole hearing Dec
31 at the women’s prison at Frontera.
Saucedo said.
Manson’s hearing, originally
scheduled for December, is being delayed until February or March.
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Yes Virginia...
There is good
food within a
block of campus
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DINNER
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BUFFET
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Indians renew traditions
By Laura Cronin
Daily stall wr,ter
You have heard of the urban cowboy
There are mechanical bulls in
watering holes across the country.
There has even been a movie But
what do you know of the urban Indian?
What does the urban Indian do to
renew the spirit of his culture in the
urban environment?
One answer is the ’pow wow" circuit.
The announcer at the pow wow
recently held at SJSU spoke of the diversity and the pursuit of shared
goals.
Most of us don’t remember the
dances, were trying to recall the
meaning of these dances," he said.
"We are from many circles."
He introduced the Quetzalcoatl
group which did dances of the Xitlalli
Aztec, or Estrella They do dances of
the seasons, and the forces of nature
like wind.
El Grupo Esplendor de Mexico
performed dances of the Xipetotec
Aztec, or Primavera. A dance of penance in which fire is used to symbolize the penance of a village to appease the sun god was performed. In
former times, a virgin was sacrificed, El Grupo leader Geraldo Salinas said.
"We want to communicate to the
Mexicans in the Bay Area that Aztec
culture is still alive," said Salinas.
The grand opening of the powwow was signaled by the Round
Dance and Song, a welcoming dance
of friendship. Diane Montoya lead
this line dance in honor of the dance
groups which had just performed.
Anyone can join this dance.
Some danced in full costume representative of their native tribe and
symbolizing the culture of the various and diverse cultures brought together in a meeting of friendship.
Martha St. John, who later gave

the invocation, pointed out the regional differences in the costumes as
the dancers went round the floor in
the line.
Then St. John gave the invocation, speaking in her native Sioux,
and asked the Spirit to give them
strength to look forward.
Every week there is a pow wow
somewhere where Indians can see
their friends and relatives and have
an opportunity to dance.
Pow wow means get together, St.
John said.
And this is what those gathered
at the SJSU Men’s Gym did. They
swapped the latest story or shared information with friends and relatives
about their health and well being.
Mark Hylkema, a graduate student in the Anthropology Department, said that San Jose has a large
Indian community from urban relocation programs in the 19505. These

‘. . . Aztec culture is
still alive.’
Geraldo Salinas,
El Grupo leader
people were taught trades like
plumbing and construction on the
reservation and brought in from all
over North America,
The relocation programs were a
result of the conditions on the reservation being so poor that the federal
government, which had obligations to
take care of these people, introduced
trade schools on the reservations.
But you can only have so many
plumbers on the reservation. Some of
these reservations don’t even have
running water, Hylkema said. So the
Bureau of Indian Affairs taught the
trade, then gave them a one-way bus
ticket to an urban center.
This program failed. Hylkema
said. Some of these people had no

’Crossings’
depicts WWII
sentiments
PARIS (API A dozen elegant
riders gallop across the lush green
park behind the Chateau Dampiere, a
17th century mansion whose stones
glow pale orange in the autumn sun.
Forcing their mounts up a steep
embankment, they halt abruptly before an ornamental pool framed by
trees.
"Cut," shouts director Karen Arthur, shaking her head. "Let’s do it
again."
The scene was from "Crossings," a five-hour ABC miniseries
based on Danielle Steel’s best-selling
novel about two lovers during the
horrors of World War II.
A compelling tale of adultery and
espionage, "Crossings" brings to life
the lost world of luxury ocean travel
against the background of Hitler’s invasion of Europe and the persecution
of Jews.
The $14 million Aaron Spelling
production, scheduled to debut Feb.
23, 1986, stars Cheryl Ladd, Christopher Plummer, Horst Bucholz, Jane
Seymour and Lee Horsley.
With authenticity as their goal,
the producers of "Dynasty" and
"Hotel" have done their utmost to
make the war come to life.
German troops parade up the
Champ de Mars with the Eiffel Tower
looming in the foreground. Arthur
even got permission to hang swastikas from the Petit Palais exhibition
complex near the Champs Elysees
and the fortress at suburban Vincennes.
The producers paid 810,000 a day
to shoot at Dampierre, a sumptuous
castle outside Paris famous for its
grounds, stables and gardens. It was
designed by Le Notre.
In another scene, young lovers
meet for a drink in a smoke-filled
Montmartre cafe and political leaders argue France’s future in mirrored meeting rooms decorated in
marble and gold.
But romantic as it seems, shooting on location also had drawbacks.
"It’s very tough to get camera
angles that don’t give away the fact
that you’re shooting in Paris 1985,
and not the Paris of 1939-44," said
producer Howard Koch. "You have
to keep the cameras tight, no wide
angles."
Unlike many American -made
war dramas, this series spotlights
French politics: the struggle between
Marshal Philippe Petain’s collaborationist government and Gen. Charles
de Gaulle’s freedom fighters.
Plummer plays Armand de Villiers. France’s ambassador to the
United States who returns home to
find his government collaborating
with the Nazis
"Armand is a good man without
being boring or goody two-shoes. He
is very patient, good natured with a
good sense of humor and a great
sense of beauty."
He is an actor who likes scripts
with historic weight. "There is still a
fascination with the mysteries of the
Second War. Most Americans watching television today really don’t know
much about the war

choice but to roam the streets with no
job
"The stereotype of the alcoholic
Indian is born of some truth," Hylkema said. "But it must be seen as a
result of the conditions imposed upon
them."
Indians have the highest rate of
suicide, infant mortality and alcoholism of any group in North America
and, in many cases, the highest in the
world, Hylkema said.
However the land held in trust for
them is rich, he said.
"As much as 70 percent of this
nation’s national resources are on Indian lands," Hylkema said.
How the Indians’ societies have
lost their traditions as a result of society at large isn’t a romantic story,
he said.
California has the highest population density of American Indians
in North America, Hylkema said. It
also has the widest diversity of dialects and languages spoken anywhere.
When they moved off the reservation, they disbanded and merged
with society but were not able to
cope, he said.
The urban Indian of today is a
blend of non -local Indian people combined with the native California Indian from the Spanish missions.
The pow wow is one attempt of
Indian people who do not get together
on a tribal basis to communicate with
one another.
The SJSU pow wow was part of
the outreach program of the Anthropology Department in combination
with Native American Students from
SJSU.
Other sponsors included: International Indian Treaty Council, Indian Center in San Jose, Dennis
Banks Defense Committee, Muwekma , Ohlone Indians of Santa
Clara Valley and the Mosquitos
Eastside Action Club of San Jose.
In the past, the Native American
students on campus were responsible
for putting on the pow wow. It was
their call to meeting in honor of Native American youth that was the impetus for the recent gathering in the
Men’s Gym, lab technician Alan Leventhal said.
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Dady staff photographer

Members of the Azteca Indian Group perform a fire dance in the Men’s Gym Saturday
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SJSU graduate tries to slip into daytime soap opera
By Gisela J. Debowski
OmIv staff Writer
For some people, finding just the
right word is not easy For others,
words and phrases flow onto paper
like melted snow down a mountainside An SJSU graduate in television
production has demonstrated the latter, which may be just the talent necessary to write scripts for daytime
television serials.
Lorene Requiro recently wrote BO
script pages in five days to audition
for a writer’s part in the soap opera
"Days of Our Lives." Producers had

looked at some of her writing and
given her one month to review the
television show. She watched the
show, which she had never seen before then, daily, she said.
Producers requested "a couple of
scenes, but my agent said if I wanted
to impress them I should write the
whole thing," Requiro said.
She’ll find out within the next
week whether or not it worked. If she
is hired, Requiro will be among the
serial’s staff of six script writers,
three outline writers and numerous
contributing writers.

Pop!
Holiday champagne etiquette
The Associated Press
The festive holiday touch of
champagne should begin not with a
loud "pop" and a spray of bubbles
but with a muffled sigh, according to
industry experts.
"A deft, discrete opening can be
more impressive not to mention
safer," said a spokesman for the
Dom Ruinart champagne makers.
"First, peel away the foil ’capsule’ covering the cork, but leave the
foil on the neck. Then place a napkin
or handtowel over the cork, and unwind and remove the wire muzzle.
"Grasp the cork (still shielded

with the toweli in one hand and the
bottle with the other, tilting it to a 45degree angle away from you and
your guests.
"Then twist the bottle not the
cork
slowly in one direction and
pull the bottle down gradually, keeping your hand firmly over the cork
until it has eased itself out with just a
sigh.
"After the cork is out, keep the
bottle at an angle for about five seconds to let excess gas escape. A premature return to its upright position
will cause the gas, and some champagne, to rush out

TEACH IN JAPAN
Persons with a degree wishing to teach English to Japanese adults for one
years in Tokyo and other parts of Japan should write to:

Of
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Another project Requiro recently
undertook involved writing the script
furs video. "Womb For Rent," is the
story of a surrogate mother. Requiro
collaborated with other SJSU students and graduates in making the
20-minute video on campus last
month. The video, for which the
script took her one week to write, was
directed by Chris Bonnem.
Bonnem, who will graduate this
month with a degree in theater arts,
is using the video to gain entry into
the American Film Institute’s director program. Another SJSU graduate
and actress, Pam Carlson, is acting
in the video, along with Hollywood
actress Cynthia Eilbacher.
Requiro said the idea for the
script, which depicts the difficulty of

ci.rrying a child and giving it up for
adoption at birth, had been floating
around in her mind for two years. Set
on a college campus, it revolves
around a struggling artist who becomes a surrogate mother to raise
money. The script touches on the
morality of the issue.
Surrogate mothering, like abortion, is a controversial issue, Requiro
said. "There’s really no right or
wrong," she said. Requiro wanted to
bring the issue to people’s attention,
express her point of view via the
script and give people something to
think about, she said.
Requiro has been expressing her
viewpoint all her life with the creation of short stories and poems, she
said. "( And) I’ve always been a vi -

sual person. I’ve always liked TV. I
thought it would be a great mix."
With that in mind, Requiro went
to Hollywood last summer to get an
agent and begin writing for television. There she met with several
agents, none of which impressed her,
and moved to North Hollywood. V is
difficult to get a good agent, she said.
"They’re very particular."
On a visit to her family in San
Jose, she was introduced to another
agent, a friend of the family. Requiro

Add Style To Your Lifestyle
$29.95
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International Education Services
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Tokyo, Japan 150
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Further information on the position can be obtained by airmailing a resume to I.E.S. Interviews will be held in San Francisco
and Los Angeles in January, 1 986. Bonzai!

Nexxus Sebastian KMS Roffler
Paul Mitchell Redkin
Focus 21
Avada Bacstat Maste
Lecoupe
17W, San Fernando 279-2755

1i ill( T contains no additives or preservatives.’

THAT’S THE AMERICAN W

said she knew immediately they
would work well together and hired
him.
Now Requiro is waiting to see if
"Days of Our Lives" producers agree
that she and television are a good
match. Although she’d like the job,
she is not obsessed with the idea of
getting or not getting it. Requiro is
relaxed.
"I’m not going to worry about it
or take it to heart," she said with the
laid-back attitude not typically associated with Hollywood folk.
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Prfection
YOU WALK into the
WHEN
gym, you see a jungle of
wires, poles and mats.
A thin coating of white chalk is
everywhere.
And many athletes are
climbing all over the various
apparatus and shouting
encouragement to each other.
Another day of gymnastics
practice has begun, and it will be a
long day.
The team practices Sunday
from 6 to 8 p.m. and Monday
through Friday from 1:30 to 5:30
p.m. This schedule is kept up
throughout the year, except for the
summer break.
Sophomore Kevin Verdugo
said he is really looking forward to
the season starting, but the
practices can get tedious.
"Like any other sport, some
days you hate it, but most of the
time it’s a blast," he said.
Freshman Brian O’Hara
echoed Verdugo’s feelings.
"It’s hard work, but it’s fun,"
he said. "Sometimes it can get
boring always doing the same thing
and not doing it right. But it’s worth
it when you do the trick right."
Gymnastics coach Rich Chew
said by this time of the season, the
athletes are planning their own
practices.
"If I’ve done my job correctly
then they can begin working on
their own," Chew said. "They’re at
the point now where they know
what to work on."
After each practice, the team
has a meeting where Chew
assesses the workout and tells
them where they need to
concentrate more effort and what
went well.
"Sometimes they just need a

Above: Senior Mike Saso
completes a handstand on the
rings. Above right:
Sophomore Brian Reed
swings into a double back
somersault on the high bar.
Bight: Freshman Brian
O’Hara works out his routine
on the porn in el horse.

Photos by
Mie Schneider
Text by
Anne Spandau

kick in the butt," Chew said.
Chew classifies the workouts
as either light or hard. Sundays and
Wednesdays are light days where
the gymnasts work on weak areas
and will take a number of breaks.
The rest of the days are hard days.
when they are supposed to work on
routines, rather than just certain
events.
Most days Chew takes a
supervisory role rather than being
on the ground level with his
athletes.
"I must be a good coach
because I don’t have lobe down
there with them," he said. "It’s
just like a good student who goes to
the library every day to study ’
When asked which men’s
gymnastics event is the toughest,
Chew replied that each event taxes
the gymnast physically in different
ways.
"The rings require the most
strength, the pommel horse
requires the most balance and the
high bar is the most exciting. Guys
like to do it because it is so daring,"
he said.
The parallel bars require a
combination of balance and
strength.
What makes the gymnast want
to participate in such a strenuous
sport?
Chew said that rather than
being like football, where if one
person messes up the whole team
suffers, in gymnastics each
individual is responsible for his
own future.
Sophomore Tom Elardo agreed
with Chew.
"What makes it great is that
it’s an individual sport." he said.
"You don’t have to worry about the
other guy, only yourself."
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Gymnasts vault
into Shops meet
By Darrin Edward Baker
Daily staff writer

For those of you who like gymnastics but are sick of Mary Lou
Retton, there’s the 24th Spartan
Shops men’s meet, which begins
at 7 : 30 tonight at Spartan Gym.
Five schools will compete in
the meet: SJSU, Stanford, California, UC-Santa Barbara and UCDavis.
The team competition is tonight, with the compulsories at
1:30 p.m. tomorrow and the finals
at 8 tomorrow night.
Spartan coach Rich Chew, entering his 11th year at SJSU, said
his team does not have a realistic
chance of winning its first meet of
the season.
"The good news is were
stronger (than last year)," he
said. "The bad news is, so is Stanford and Cal. We’re hoping to finish third."
Despite his gloomy prediction, Chew feels he has a good
, team.
"We’re going to be competitive," he said. "Like I said earlier, we’ve improved over last
year."
None of Chew’s current gymnasts have the ability of Roy Palassou, who rewrote the SJSU
men’s gymnastics record book.
Chew said someone like Palassou

does not come around that often.
"Without question. Roy is the
finest all-around gymnast I have
ever coached at San Jose State,"
he said. "I would even go so far as
to say he’s one of the best in the
whole United States."
Among this season’s crop of
gymnasts, freshman Brian Heery
is the most talented, according to
Chew. Although Beery has competed internationally, Chew does
not compare him to Palassou.
"Roy Palassou is in another
league," he said. "I hope Brian is
aspiring to be as good as Roy, but
I don’t want to put him in the same
category as Roy yet."
UC-Santa Barbara coach Mircea Badulescu said his team has
also improved over last year,
when they finished last in the
meet.
"I don’t know how well we’re
going to do in the meet because it
is our first of the season," he said.
"But I think people will be pleased
with our team. We’re much better."
Badulescu said his best gymnast is senior Troy Ankersen, who
holds the school’s all-around record at 53.10.
"Troy has performed well in
workouts," he said. "I expect him
to do very well at the meet

5.00 & Up

Palassou receives top national award for gymnastics
By Anne Spandau
Daily staff writer

Someday, when Roy Palassou’s
grandchildren ask to see his gymnastics awards, the most impressive will
undoubtedly be the 1984 Nissen outstanding gymnast award.
The former Spartan gymnast
was presented the national award
yesterday afternoon in a ceremony at
the Student Union. The trophy wasn’t
presented earlier because the mold
broke and they had to make a new
one.
In getting this award, Palassou’s
achievements were greater, in the
committee’s estimation, than those
of 1984 Olympians Mitch Gaylord and
Tim Daggett, his competitors for the
award.
Men’s gymnastic coach Rich
Chew said Palassou was as competitive in the classroom as he was in the
gym.
"He never settled for mediocrity," Chew said. "He always wanted
to do better, and this award is a reflection of that desire."
Palassou was really excited to
receive the award.
"I was more excited when I
found out a year ago, but it’s still

Up
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"I wanted a good education in addition to good gymnastics training,"
he said.
Palassou feels SJSU could have a
better gymnastics program if it had
had more funding.
"What it really needs is an assistant coach," Palassou said. "Rich is
a really good coach, but it’s hard to
do the administrative stuff and
coach, too.
"In gymnastics it’s important to
keep up with the latest in techniques.
You can’t do that if you have to do all
the paperwork, too."
Chew said that Palassou was
without a doubt the best gymnast
SJSU has ever had.
"His accomplishinnts will probably be here longer than I am," he
said. "We were very fortunate to
have him here with us. He’s definitely the most deserving athlete for
this award."
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cruited by Cal, Nebraska and UCLA
in addition to SJSU. He felt he could
still attain a high level of gymnastics
expertise without going to a "dynasty" school.
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very important to me,- he said -It’s
a combination of grades and gymnastics, and that’s what makes it great."
Palassou was an NCAA AllAmerican for four years 11980-84)
and was a member of the U.S. national team from 1961-85. He also was
in the junior nationals during high
school and received two All-American awards.
He holds every gymnastics record at SJSU.
In his final year of collegiate eligibility, Palassou was ranked No. 8,
and for his last three years of collegiate competition, he was in the top
10.
However, in 1983, during the Emerald Cup tournament in Oregon,
Palassou tore the anterior cruciate liRoy Palassou,
p,ament in his right knee and was out
former SJSU gymnast
of competition for the next 10 months.
"Usually an injury like that re- teer basis.
"I still have a lot of knowledge to
quires two years to totally recover,
but because of the Olympic trials, my share," he said. "I’d like to coach
healing period was rushed," Palas- full-time but the money’s not there
for men’s gymnastics. Gymnastics is
sou said.
Palassou plans on graduating still recognized as primarily a womthis semester with a business -finance en’s sport, and that’s too bad because
degree. He said he will probably men have to work harder at it."
The 25-year -old graduate of Lynwork with Price-Waterhouse and
help coach the SJSU team on a volun- brook High School was heavily re-
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Drugs outweigh Giants
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Major
league baseball officials are a lot
more concerned about the drug issue
than the San Francisco Giants’ situation, according to Al Rosen, the Giants’ president and general manager.
Commissioner Peter Ueberroth

:LA
,uld
tics
dy-

wants a drug policy including mandatory testing of all players, and Rosen
said Wednesday, "It’s the most important issue on the floor."
The Giants intend to include drug
testing clauses in new contracts sent
out this year, Rosen said, and he
added, "All the clubs will be doing

ad-

SJSU aces Niners

ea
had

By Anne Spandau
Deily staff writer
The SJSU volleyball team advanced to the second round of the
NCAA playoffs last night, beating
stubborn Long Beach State in three
games in Spartan Gym.
The sixth-ranked Spartans defeated the No. 18 49ers 16-14, 15-13, 1512.
Spartan coach Dick Montgomery
said the 49ers played better than
SJSU expected.
"We were a little over -confident," he said. "We didn’t expect
such a difficult match, but we played
well enough to win when we had to."
In game one, the Spartans took a
2-0 lead, but Long Beach scored
seven straight points on the serving
of setter Elena Quilantang.
The 49ers led 12-4 before SJSU
mounted a comeback, helped by
Long Beach hitting errors and kills
by Maria Healy and Christa Cook.
Another Healy kill put the contest
away.
In game two the Spartans again
were sluggish, as the 49ers took a 4-0
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Stu Stephenson

Long Beach was just as stubborn
in the final game, grabbing an 8-2
lead. SJSU went ahead 12-11 on a
Julie Braymen kill.
The Spartans had match point six
times before sealing the contest on a
hitting error by the 49ers.
Montgomery was concerned because Healy and Braymen suffered
sprained ankles during the match.
"They aren’t too serious, but we
need to begin working on them now,"
he said.
Ice led the Spartans with 14 kills,
while Higgins and Healy followed
with 13 kills and 12, respectively. DeBusk had 55 assists for a .487 setting
percentage.

Baseball’s annual winter meeting is scheduled next week in San
Diego. Rosen held a pre-meeting
briefing for the media on Wednesday
at Candlestick Park, the 25-year-old
stadium which the Giants will leave
soon if team owner Bob Lurie has his
way.
The Giants’ situation, which inchides the possibility of breaking the
Candlestick lease and moving to another city, is sure to be discussed
next week. But Rosen said he did not
expect any major decisions to be
made then.
"As you know, there are sensitive negotiations going on now,"
Rosen said, referring to Lurie’s
meetings with city officials on the
subject of building a new stadium.
"The Giants’ situation will be one of
many discussed. It won’t be pinpointed."
As for the drug issue, Rosen said,
"I think some day there will be mandatory testing. Just having that in
contracts will deter the use of drugs.
"I believe 99 percent of the players want it," he said.
Rosen has made several trades,
including one on Wednesday which
sent David Green to Milwaukee,
since joining the Giants late last season.
When asked Wednesday about
outfielder Jeff Leonard, who hit .302
in 1984 but slumped to .241 this year,
Rosen said there has been only "mild
interest" from other clubs.

Daily staff photographer

Maria Beaty celebrates a Spartan point iti last night’s victory over Long Beach State
_
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Wrestlers
pinned
The SJSU wrestling team is 0-2
after losing to Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo 39-14 Wednesday.
Cal Poly, in their first meet of the
season, won seven of 10 matches to
outpoint the Spartans.
In one of SJSU’s three wins, Jack
Norton pinned Lance Cowart in the
167-pound weight class.
In the other Spartan victories,
Ken Hrison scored a technical fall
over Jack Duby in the 142-pound division, and Shane Baum (150 pounds )
and Cal Poly’s Brad Zimmer of Cal
Poly wrestled to a 0-0 draw.
The Mustangs Shane Des Jar dins beat SJSU’s Martin Navarette in
the 126-pound division for their only
pin in their seven victories.
In the other Cal Poly wins, Ernie
Geronimo outpointed Joe Zamlich 9-1
in the 134 -pound division: Eric Osborne (15111 heat Matt Toves 18-5: Anthony limner() 1(771 scored a technical fall over Scott Benson, David
Lanham 11901 decisioned Jesse Figueroa 17-6, and heavyweight Ben Lizama scored a technical fall over Dirk
Manoukian.

lead. As in the first game. SJSU
pulled even and then had a 14-10 lead
after two service aces by Teri DeBusk .
Long Beach refused to fold, and
scored three straight points before
the Spartans won a side out.
The game was won when four
49ers let the ball drop between them
for the final point.
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A.S. wants Homecoming
to change for the better
By David Wenstrom
Daily atati write(
Some changes need to be made in
the Homecoming Committee, the Associated Students Board of Directors
concluded Wednesday
"I’ll try to correct some of the errors we made this year, like the Tshirts," said A.S. Director of Community Affairs Tim Orozco, who reported on Homecoming during the
board’s meeting.
Orozco, A.S. liaison to the A.S.budgeted Homecoming Committee,
said Homecoming (Oct. 21-26) was a
success, but conceded, "with every
successful event there are going to be
downfalls and drawbacks."
Andy Slean, A.S. director of Non Traditional Minority Affairs, called
Homecoming "a financial disaster."
Some "downfalls and drawbacks" include: a disputed, unpaid
balance of $2,200 for Homecoming Tshirts; and $905, possibly less, left in
the Homecoming budget to carry into
next year. Approximately 84,000 carried over from last year
"You talk about how we’re going
to start a new tradition at San Jose
State and how we’re going to have
better and better Homecomings as
we go on," said Tim Haines, A.S. director of California State Affairs.
"But how are we going to do that
when we’re carrying over one fourth
of what we had in the past?"
However, funds carrying over to
next year may be substantially less
than 8905.
"We don’t have all the invoices or
Purchase orders," A.S. Business Administrator Jean Lenart said. "At
this point, there is approximately
8905 in that account."
Board members directed questions at Karen Silcox, the Homecom-

NO.

ing committee chairwoman, who volunteered to attend Wednesday’s
meeting to clear things up
Silcox said major problems with
this year’s Homecoming were a lack
of manpower and unfamiliarity with
A.S. Business Office procedures
"We need to get people on there
(Homecoming committee) who know
how to fill out requisitions and get
purchase orders and how to make a
contract," Orozco said.
Silcox, who was not on the original committee selected by the AS.
board last fall, became chairwoman
in June after the original chairwoman asked her to sit on the commit -

’A lot of people
selected by last
year’s board dropped
out.’
Tim Orozco,
A.S. liaison
tee then dropped out. The A.S. board
selects Homecoming committee
members each fall. New committee
members have not yet been selected.
"A lot of people selected by last
year’s board dropped out," Orozco
said. "It shouldn’t be the committee’s job to go out and seek people for
the committee."
Silcox, president of Alpha Phi sorority, said she selected members of

the Greek system to sit on the committee because "at that point, it was
July. I went to my source, which is
the Greeks."
Silcox suggested that, in future,
the A.S. Business Affairs director
and a member of the Program Board
sit on the committee.
Three members of the A.S. board
sat on this year’s Homecoming committee in an unofficial capacity:
Orozco, Slean, and Paul Anderson,
A.S. director of Communications.
A.S. Program Board Director
Stafford Hebert also said a member
of the Program Board should sit on
the committee.
"The Program Board budget is
attractive to sponsors," Hebert said.
"The whole concept of the Program
Board is organizing events."
Silcox said she has other ideas to
improve future Homecomings and is
compiling a binder of recommendations, phone contacts and procedures.
She said she will suggest that the
committee be made up of two cochairpersons to oversee all events,
the A.S. directors of Business Affairs,
Communications, Community Affairs and a member of the Program
Board "solely in charge of the business or production aspect" and "six
to eight students heading activities."
Representatives from each residence hall, the fraternities and sororities and campus organizations
should also be on the committee, Silcox said.

Dry Toast

Peter Stein

The Real World
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"I’m sorry, but eating all the
uncooked chocolate chip cookie
batter is not grounds for divorce."

A common error among vampires is to
forget about daylight-saving time.

AIDS care costs less in S.F.
Associated Press
The average AIDS patient in California is hospitalized three times
during the approximated 18 months
between the onset of the illness and
death at a cost of nearly $60,000, a
new state study shows.
The study shows that treating the
state’s AIDS patients cost 855 million
during the past fiscal year, with private health insurance programs paying 850.5 million and Medi-Cal paying
$4.5 million

The cost figures are among the
findings of an analysis of AIDS in California by Gary McHolland, a statistician with the state Department of
Health Services.
McHolland analyzed the cases of
3,056 reported AIDS victims through
August. He calculated that the average life expectancy of a person suffering Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome is 18 months from the
onset of the disease until death.
In San Francisco, the average

cost of care for an AIDS victim is
$52,000 while the cost is $70,000 in Los
Angeles, the study says.
The average stay for an AIDS
patient in San Francisco was 12 days,
compared with 18 days in Los Angeles.
McHolland’s survey said there is
no evidence of AIDS increasing outside the known risk groups homosexual and bisexual men, intravenous drug users and hemophiliac’s.

If Elizabeth Barrett
and Robert Browning had
AT&T’s 60% and 40% discounts,
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loss for English literature. Aw
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walking to school,
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or double suicide.
The Rhythm Wave.
Every weekday
from now until
the bomb drops.
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And of course, she wouldn’t have had to
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet’s
length, either.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you’re on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or
from llpm to 8am, Sunday through Friday,
and you’ll save 60% off AT&T’s Day Rate

on your state-to-state calls.
Call between 5pm and llpm, Sunday
through Friday, and you’ll save 40% on your
state-to-state calls.
So when you’re asked to choose a long
distance company, choose AT&T. Because
with AT&T’s 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart’s desire without
exhausting your means.
Reach out and touch someone:
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Room 208, second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall.

The Bulwer-Lytton Undergraduate Society and Collegium Musicum
will hold an early celebration of the
Winter Solstice at 2:30 p.m. today in
the SJSU Chapel.
The SJSU Turkish Folklore and
Tourism Club will host a Balkan and
Turkish Folklore Night at 7 tonight in
the Music Concert Hall. For more information contact Omer Uyuklu at
277-3404 or 985-6408

The A.S. Ad Hoc Committee on
Child Care will hold a meeting at 3:30
p.m. on Monday in the Costanoan
Room in the Student Union. For more
information contact Lisa Yost at 3749983
The Sierra Club will hold a potluck dinner at 7 p.m. on Dec. to. For
directions pick up maps at the Student Union information desk. For
more information contact Debbie at
559-7734.

senting an Oneg Shabbat at the Bayit,
1661 Fair Orchard Ave., San Jose at 8
tonight. For more information contact the Hillel Office at 294-8311.
.
PSI -CHI will conduct a general
meeting at 12:30 p.m. today in DMH
Room 337. For more information,
contact Chris Accarizzi at 14151 7979564 after 5 p.m.
The SJSU Ski Club will hold a
Warm Up/ Beginners Day tomorrow
at Alpine Meadows. For more information, contact Doug at 225-0960.

The Hillel Jewish Student Association and San Jose Bayit are pre-

The Akbayan Filipino-American

Club will hold its last open group discussion at 2:30 p.m. today in the Costanoan Room in the Student Union.
The National Honor Society of
Alpha Lambda Delta will hold its last
meeting of 1965 from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Monday in the Guadalupe Room in
the Student Union. For more information contact President Bill Bailor at
224-8957.

Webb at 287-6369.

Christine Perez at 226-8623.

Cercle Francais will have a
Christmas Party at 7 tonight at Prof
Collins house. Directions will be
available outside the foreign language department office. For more
information contact Lisa Fairchild at

The Community Committee for
International Students is offering tutoring sessions in conversational
English from 1 p.m.to 3 p.m. today’ in
the Administration Building, Room
222. For more information contact
Muriel Andrews at 279-4575.
.
The Executive Council of Business Students will hold elections at 2
p.m. Dec. 10 in the A.S. Council
Chambers, Student Union. Elections
are open to business students. for
more information, call Lisa Johnson
at 292-5471.

14151 941-5556.

Phi Chi Theta and the American
Marketing Association will host the
The SJSU Folk Dancers will host second annual Christmas Party, "A
a workshop in Pontic Greek Folk Holiday Celebration," at 8 p.m. SatDances from 8 p.m. to midnight to- urday at the Pala Rancho Cabana
night in the Women’s Gym Room 89. Club on 2239 Vista Verde Drive, San
For more information contact Ed Jose. For more information contact
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
BALKAN

&

TURKISH

sleeprng space with our futons pit
lows
from. Custom Futons &
Pillows Plus. 302 El Pawro Shop

FOLKLORE

NIGHT. Dances & Me music horn
Greece. Turkey Bulgaria. Yugoola
via L Albania Dec B. 7prn Music
Concert IRO Tickets aro on sole
$5 at A S Offico 36 at door
TREATMENT PRO
CHILD ABUSE
GRAM Enhance personal and Pro
lessional growth Ns volunteer in
tern in wond renowned local
program

Counseling

support

wove. adrnon data processing
public
arm....
fund raising.
etc Hi & mono lingua oil majors.
grad & undergrad Psp.ne000 from
cloricol to post grad intro to ex tro
von WE NEED YOU Nan cant
pus ICEF . PO Boo 952 SJ
95108, 280 5055
HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOC
Shah.l damns. parties brunch.
torture. Hebrew lessons. Tu.
day lunch program For informa
ton cal HOW offic at 294 8311
MUST SEE TO APPRECIATE" The
Overcomer. is dynemrc group of
Christians that loopy the ova
I pow.. & person. of God
The God of the universe i very
much alive and wants to make
himself known to you, Come and
enc. the presence

pow.,

and love of God in a very real way
The
Overcomer.
meet
every
Wednesday at 7 30pm at the Stu
dent Union
in the Co...noon
room Cagan! for info 2192133
STUDENT

DENTAL/OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now’ Save your teeth eyes
& money too For inforinotion &
brochure see A S
14081371 6811

office or call

UNITED EXPRESS CHECK CASHING
Co will cash your financial aid &
payroll check a at
low cost
er no hassles If you’rs unhappy
with your mail drop or if you need
ono. mail boxes are available One
block horn campus, 124 8 E
Son. Clara St Pho. 279 2101
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Chredian Can
tor
Sunday Lutheran 10 45am.
Catholic 0 00 ond 0 00pm Moose
colt Campus Ministry at 298 0204
for worship counsoling programs
and study opportunities Rev Na
to. Shires Fr Bob Leger Sr
Joan Penal. Rev Non. Frrnhaber

AUTOMOTIVE
DO YOU NEED AUTO INSURANCE,
Call me for quote
I con guar
sot. covasger see. day John
Mattson Mond., through Satin
dey from Saw to 9pn. 272 4092
JAPANESE ENGINES & TRANNIES No
cor chargell mos warranty Er.
delivery

Student Dioccount

Spar

ten DietrIbutOre 365 7007
73 DATSUN 610, Esnlnt mod great
gal nag. nth body soli 1600 bp
272 2251 ovos & wknds
’70 VW BUG Faint condition %built
lathy, coos
engine. sunroof
$24005o 252 2052

FOR SALE
AIRBRUSH T SHIRTS. We con point
anythog you give us op...lime
in coot & trucks Guaronteed sate
ration & quality Vion our audio
or call 266 1500 RAT RIDER
4718 Mondial & Branham
ELEANOR’S VF 11
conotant Nod

PLANTFOOD"

A

type plant food
Developod by Hydroponic expert.
A complete nutritional balance
Plant. become magnificent. Chi
clan Vide. pop with blooms
’Chortles
become
Gellopmg
Chucks

FoNer feeding incredible
results Ondoor
and
outdoor
pious! Spoctaulat marigold. On
Patio. ate Ferns & Firms will not
drop Noyes 0 foliar led Imistod1
Better than a 1 in ternsplanting
Akio plant reincarnation powers.’
You can
over do wnh VT 11
and you cant bum your plaints.
Enjoy, Buy this analog VP 11 at
moot grocory choke end pardon
supply stores Eleanor 5 of Califon
nia 720 UnNasity Los Gatos
Co 96030 /4081395 3959
FUTONS. QUALITY COTTON PROD
UCTS Crewe your own living &

ping Canter Saratoga & CampboN
Ayes San Jo. 378 5648 10%
discount with the ad
MOVING SALE, 30
80 desk $65.
.of. $45 dbl bed 025 dining
table 54 chairs $25 17 x 43
(look & bookcase 125 blocks &
boards $5 & mio 280 6790
19

COLOR TV
condition

817500 excellent

Contact

Pat

in

977

1003
1986 CENTURION ELITE RS 12 sod
bike for man 23
home 22 lb.
1259 met sell 247 0491

HELP WANTED
AMWAY,. A bust..s opportunity fuN
or pion time Individuals & couplets
for business on your own Loco!
Amway distributor assists you for
splendid opportunely CaN Mike at
297 5218
AMWAY PRODUCTS come to youff
Sanitation guresinteod or your
money back Call MON at 297
5216 dey or evenings
DRIVERS WANTED movIng vehicles
around RAY AREA Hours fleible
Coll Ryder Truck Rental at 262
7550 Ask for Jim Grose,
EARN $ AS intramural sports throat in
football volNybell soccer. inner
tube eraterpolo
or b aaaaa bon
Apply Leisure Services next to
Pub. 277 2858
HANDYMAN $10 hr
Must
know
plumbing repo. PrimailT
but
painting floor laying etc More
than one person needed from time
to time ad runs all semester, Call
Don 288 6847 or Mrs Spalding
947 0831
MC

DONALD’. NOW HIRING., Pre
Mum pay hours thimble around
ahool schedule 2 5 days 10 35
hrs wk Interviews ME 34 pm
Contact Kathy or Dowd at 356
3095. 15475 Los Gatos Blvd

14513. SD Springflold Or 97477
ems
OFFICE ASSIST 25 40 hr wk
weekends Varied duties in Mail
credit offic. Peononent or round
opponunity with flexible hr. Call
Jeri or Janet .0 296 7393
RESTAURANT COOK with html.,
penance and kitchen help... Jape
nese cuisine Apply in person st
5854

N

RETAIL HELP., Permonent end tem
notary position. avg.!. Pay raiti
56 25 hr No wipe... needed
will from Part unto sod Full time
avoilble Hours nogotioble Evis
rungs and weekends available
Corpora. scholarship. Invaded
We need permits right away, COI
14081275 9085 Monday Friday
10 am 3 pm only 11111n. is Moe
pies. be patient and try ogeinl
An Equal Opportunity Company
$400 $800,month
EARN
SALES,
pen tome or $2000 $3000Month
full time Lath Hoot. & Nutrition
products company Cal Nook. at
14081954 71131
flexible
hours
roma
w.110.0or store

SALESPART TIME

POM 8
Starting
preferred
solos arti
$55r Call 266 4600 The Paint
Store 5416C...en Ave SJ
STUDENT UNION JOB Aosloto bag
maim mochanic Panting Ora
corpentry plumbing Previous atp
Of
dams.. Apply Director
lice Stardnt Union
SUMMER JOBS, Notional Pork Co
21 pairs 5 000 openings Cow
plet Inform... $5 00 perk ro
port Mission M. Co 651 2nd
Av. WN KalispeN Ml 59901
REGISTER WITH THE BEST, Whether
available for work during the
week w.kendepert INN temPO
or only duriog the holidays

;lay

Ca us mess to,

inform. Ion AN
ekes ond an. levels Best Tempo
ray Sonar.. 984 1340
TELEMARKETING

RADIO

TIME

9733
VIDEO STORE CLERK!! Most have mut
personality
appearance,
good
Apply In person at 10450 CAR
TOL EXPWY or caN 225.3810
WANT HANDS ON latching espial
enrol, Join a growong proschool
*roma Ed program. & environ
mem Full timo & port time Poitt
lions oval Good hone,Ie expel,
onco & voiges E C E rot Cell
246 2141

HOUSING
RESERVE FOR JANUARY NOW. Huge
2 barn 2 bath apronment Only
one block from campus Security

En, Janice Thurston CM P 14081
267 2993
FLY.. Flight Instruction for privote &
commercial ratings
$15br no
charges foe ground 11m Call Jim at
277 8027
FROM 81510 65015 POSSIBLE Send
Nee for Info 00portunIty. 884
Rant. Ct. San Jose 95123
I CAN HELP YOU 110w. need help Mad,
leg a budget 10.0 sot up. budget
for yOu B keep Oak of expendi
WM. bole.. check books &
other Mance, orifices For more
information
all Al.,. at 9/8
3648
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con
suit with SJSU students for 30
nuns FREE Prance is limited to
ell aspects of PPIMW110.1 &na
norm!. Las office is only a 5
min dove from campus For an ap
pointment coil Robert Ng al 14081

bide 5 patting. 8 loans. eta%
tor. ...dock 1825/mo call 287
5318 dOys, 807 0642 eves
STUDENTS. FACULTY. STAFF Need.
place Hove apace, SJSU off cans
pus houstng program. 277 3996
free urvice

554 0598
LOOKING FOR A WEDDING photogro
phern John Poulson Photography
offers each bodo & groom the oho
mate something estraordinary We

LOST It FOUND
DESPERATELY SEEKING MY COAT"
LOST 13./grey wool coat so BUS
clossroom,Towet Bldg on Thurs
day Nov 21 If found please call
926 1732

PERSONAL

offer on Ibum that reflects inched
.1 peroonalities and if. 5101..
Coll John Pod., Photography at
559 5922
LOSE WEIGHT & IMPROVE your health
*babel
nolo..
program
CN sssss sworn & noticeable on
creamed energy & vitality No drug.
100% natural" Used by medical
profession & professional athletes
100% satisfaction guaranteed o
money back Call Mr Luciano at

LIFE IS NOT all hornowork. Take time
for yourself & meet olligible singles
peirsonolizal introduc
through
make
the
You
non service
cheers. Call CHOICES at 971

268 3168. after Rpm
LOWEST

7408

RATES STU
DENT DISCOUNT, Auto & renters
low rnonthly poonento No driver

NATIONAL GAY 91 contact club for
men & women Low aaaaa SASE
Dean P0 Box 28781 Son Jose
C. 95159
SIGMA ALPHA MU is boganing it.
a
ad men &
Spring ruols. all
women ter monad to our 50’s
Paty tome’s, at 587 5 8th St For

W.

SYMPHONY TICKETS. Fre. Winter
session. Music 10A enrollment. 3
units GE credit in 124.0,

MATH ANXIOUS, Nrod hap with
CBEST , ELME, Private tutonng
Th. Madh Institute offers meth tu
toting education seminars dew
nostic tooting consultation Coll
14081295 6088
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL lot men
and women Special rate with fa
My or student ID Priv..
confr
darnel
Wekdoys
Saturday In KoN biomass Park et
Hwy 101 & N f amok. it Sun

WOULD LIKE TO find a woman corn
panion who would he willing to Irve
Lv hondirapped moo Call Boon ot
298 2308

SERVICES
BACKACHE, Free examination & treat
moot as pea of aaaaaa ch project
If you have had low hock pain for
mu. than 6 months & are 20 55
os old plane tall Palmer C0110111
of Chiropractic Weal at 14081

INSURANCE

is rcloud Call Mark Chapman for
quote over tha phone My phone
number is14081249 1301

more info cell 279 9397

NEED CASH" $500/11000 stuffing
Rush
envelop..
Guaranteed,
stamped addressed envelop. to
Box
McManus
Enterprises

Oltoyarna Rest...ft,
6,1, St San Jose

train enthusiastic oggr.sive tele
phone salespeople who want to
work hard and are motivted by
money COI Mrs Green It 971

nyvale
Elatrolyors
14081734 3115

Canter

PHOTO VIDEO ELECTRONIC SWAP.
Every Sunday from Sam 3pm Clo
ver Hall 995 Bascom Am San
Jose
$1 00 admission
Sellers
info 14081 241 7968 Auction
Easy parking food and drink

244 8907 ion 7
BARE IT ALL., Stop shaving wrung
tweezing Lot me pormantely re
mover your unwanted hair Ichin
back
tummy moustache
shoddier. off 1 15% discount to
audent. end faculty Call hams
1985 & get your 1st
Dec 31
spot al 1 2 pric Unwanted her

RESUMES TERM PAPERS Moors all
typing word processing Pinta
vary reasonable Calf %Mole at
270 7243

kin

disappions with my car. Gwen C
Cholgren HE 559 3500 1645
S Beiscorn Ave C Heir Today

WEDDING PORTRAITS & MODEL putt
folios by on artist See the Phi
Kopp. Alpha 1986 cal.... for
sample of my wont then cell John
Rickman et 262 4283
1HR

Gone Tomorrow

copy photo. Overnight slide pro
cesong Instal, passport photos
grew service & guarenteal Meant
Stevens Crk et Winchester Town

The
EATING DISORDERS CENTER
Redo 111.0,11t AMI at Salta Cruz
compro
Community Hospital is
honey program for the successful
Mamoru of anorexia bulimio and

& Country Village 985 7427

compulsive eatmg Chlt warm and
coring approloch oddresoos the
medical psycholognal nutritionel
socket and spiritual aspects of the
which are essential for Ids
long recovery Additional Informe
Ion and a confider...1 consults
lone,. arellable at no charge 24
HOUR INFORMATION LINE 14081
426 3282
2851818

at

153

or 1 800

& STUDENTS!, Co
rifled ...ape oration.. offering
al/emotive hoabh 115 Acupreo
et. therapy Swodion’Esalon fun

FACULTY.

dorap tissue int.
promo ea... evert*. Sonny
nonsexual Call for ’pot after 1
body memo,e

1

TRAVEL
NORTH TAHOE
Son N Sand
Lodge 93085 Lake Blvd King.
Taboo
BMW h
llt
C.
ph
19161546 2515 $12 50oroon
45 occult. $5 s addl Bwitlfut
motel on Lak Shore 01 TV hot
Outtle to ski
tubs next door
oreaa min from Northing.

Pito. 264 4504

NEW TRAVEL INFO.
NEW YORK
fon $236 Ft
HONOLULU
frrn 1249,1
incl hotel
LONDON
fon $498 rt
GERMANY
hen $589,,
frrn $699 rt
HONGKONG
MCI hotel
EURAIL BRITOIL PASSES
Cal any time WORLD SERVICES
866 2442 Trice/Motion

theses letters resumes le
galbusiness personal GIOTTO,
spelling assistance Casson. t/1111
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available
Guaranteed

London Pere Rome

moiling lists
Services
sonable

Coll 8 & 13 Offeror
14081973 8670
Rao

WORD PROCESSING" Complete sins.
OM.. Papas thesis Milpi
ff
tas ores call Cord at 262 2201

THE DAISY WHEEL quality word pro
casing Room. those. <limne

NEED FAST ACCURATE TYPING, De
pond on me for open word pro
casing, I can also assist you with
’paling & grammar
$1 50.ds
pope Call S. at 993 9260 eves
weekends in loam friesoage du,

5942
AN ANSWER to your Word Procossing
and (demo needs Specialse in
tom papas neseorch protects
manuscripts end resumes Both
oudents end faculty welcome
Will gidly mist you with grant
mar and santonc structure For

tog day 2 blocks off The Alameda
OFFICE ALTERNATIVES Word
coosongmonscriptionlyping.

pro
20
hour savor. 7 days week Ihck
up dolivery Studem Rates Avail
able 14081 294 2974

mer Foglia. major

Northwestern
University, depondsble and expert
aired (Ask only that you meson,
ktgible copy) Willow Glen are.
Phone Marsha Ifterm 8prnlot 268

PROCESS IT WRITE. Faculty and ou
dents can rely on acres.
timely production of Noma re
ports papers publican.s menu
scripts corrospondenc
Will
aid
in
grammar spelling pone

9448
BETTER grades with bow peplos
Help with grammar editing Expert
rn tech whams style manna. in
cludIng APAS charts & graphs
IBM word processing Los Gatos
7
Call 978 7330
South SJ

worm For prompt
7 doY r
soon. Nave meson. for Pamela
.114081275 6253

days wk

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
10 yrs awn..

*very darn
types of Pa
por CI.. to tor.. 11 Nock,
325 E WllIl.m St 10 call 280
0106

CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL NO
no word processing $1 50 pate
!double
specodi
Empertenced
Free disk stomp. Co..,,. tren
scription availablo Near Almorlon
Guar
Espwy
& Statham In
oohed <oak morn on on moos

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST prompt On
roma dependehie 12 AM ware

r-
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For

Enclosed is 5
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Hostels 409 298 0870

fm $809ri
Owe Oulto Bogota Carrara.
fro .655.1

3010
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES Ro
port. mime. reurnes lottoa

Impreosions at 998 3333 Stu
deo
located in Campbell

or job

sssss all work guteronteed
8 30orn 9 00pm N San Jose 10
min
from comma
Jo. 251

pc systorn application services
San Jose area Joys at 284 1029
Cup MV SV orals Andrei. 996

TERM PAPERS THESES rsurnes For
all your typing floods colt Perfect

LET A PROFESSIONAL type your term
%sumos
cover lams
{WWII
Oufity worli end reasonable sssss
Willow Glen ores 292 8807 free
disk storage

Hrly

WORD PROCESSING student reports
CIO pg romirnuml those. & dIe
rtotion. Also moil lists non
emotion work repetitive {effete

typal Call 7200635

,TYPE 14081 972 9430 Ask for
Barbara Rotes by the page. houy.

ACCURACY.
ACCOMPLISHMENT.
ACHIEVEMENT ape academic telt
It 10 yrs ap w.studonts IBM
selector & cosset. transcription

WORD PROCESSING Student papas
business correopondence Willow
Glen are. .1111. a 267 5247

SUNNYVALE
VALLCO
MARCIE
word processing typing Prompt
neat ac sssss AN formats includ
ing
APA
Work
guaranteed
S1 50.Perge double spored Poca

GET THE GRADES your herd work de
serve. For your typing. ridding. &
composition neods, when you
wont it typed right. call WRITE

8461

qdcklY Sadler Secretarial &puerto
269 8674

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE Professional
typing and busk... sow. Re.
Nonage
Call 1408/ 259
9368

spa. page Near Camden 6 Leigh
Call 371 5933 eves

& Student Dtscount Theses re
ports manuals Names Sul &
micro tranaription Editing setoffs
& disk storms. sweat. Saw to 8
pm 7 deyNok Chryfital et 923

TERM PAPERS
THESES
businew
correspondenco
IS
sum.. appluemos etc 20 yers
aprenc
Jobs
complowl

search mailing lost
Call 988 6856 Data Pro

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Reports term
papers %sum. etc Olovatti oloc
tronff coroictobis Editing service
ovalable
from
$1 50,double

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING A
SPECIALTY Chryottel offers rapid
turnaround
professional
later
quality product guaranteed work

TYPING

employment

San. Clara near San Tomas Mon
FOP

menu... etc Fast turneround
reasonablo rates Call 251,8813
atter 3 pm Nonh Son Jose Sr..

377 5293 or 14151 493 2200
oat 2136 tweekdaysl

SAVE TIME & get more out 01 110.’ Let
Os holp you tosisorch that impor
tnt PPet m project Resumes for
only $15 Mae your name on our

prolessional quality fast accurate
aid very compolotive rotes. Cell
Peon at 247 2601
Located in

ABILITY PLUS WORD PROCESSING
Torn papers
resumes
lottery

MANG SERV Students. instructors
Fest actuate
raas tato. 14151
738 1676 Sunnyvale

RESUMES

Making your <reser dreams come
true, Cell Adworks today a 14081
287 8050

pers

2087 $1 50 per page quick turn
around available sloven days a
week All work guarant.d

RESUMES

RESUMES RESUMES
RESUMES RESUMES RESUMES
ADWORKS
ADWORKS
ADWORKS
ADWORKS
ADWORKS
ADWORKS

RESUMES

EXPERIENCED SECRET ART 101 all your
typing & word tomes., needs
Speceireing in term papers re
ports in onus,- ript
researr h pa

SEW CHIC. 1101011 ORDEN

Cones Clerefee.
Help Wanted

Personal.

Autornotrve

Housing

SetS.1 PS

Travel

For Sale

I ,St 0.10,1011

Siete

loping

COI

TYPING SERVICE" Profesolonel word
procssing Moses reports Sae
cite rotes for SJSU tourist.. fac
why Resumes mod Mao 14081

RESUMES

mg word prorSIII,
Reasonable
rams Try me in. lust your TYPE"
286 0250

ACCOUNTABILITY
ACHIEVEMENT in typing PM’.
Try Tony Heiner
tops
296

nowsetters technical statist
Ruth 5, 723 3043

TYPING DONE IN MY HOME Reno.
be rotes COI Pato al 246,5633
and Nave message

52 50 pogo Coll Vicki at 281
3058 Ilain Rpm IBM ar. Ask
ohm.t chaff refl.. discount

DOWNTOWN LOCATION Less than 1
milel,m SJSU Last minut ev
rung woe welcomed Expert to,

AAA ACCURACY

lions proposals manuscripts Maw
ness plans ropentIve letters labels

PUT YOUR WORDS on their beet poi
wanes Experencod professions,
word processong papers theses
resumes Specialist in technical
protects
$1 50
scientific

assistante with spelling S gram
mar Reasonable rates Cell Debbie
e t 378 9845

TYPING

YOUTH HOSTEL PASSES for travel
worldwide Hostel (Nato.. Eir
reit & BritRail passes Fat and

BUENVENTURA TRAVEL
"CHRISTMAS VACATION.
RIO Santiago Buenos Alfa

Pegg including editing Sarongs
anis CallJoan at 741 5880

CONANT s
WORD
PROCESSING
SERVICE for theses dieser-Noon.
term popers resin.. etc Top
quality fast & accurate including

926 9321 or 1415/398 8338

PHOTO CENTER Osionty I lir
photo ...loping rush movies on
cow, 5 . 7 & prints from Oda &

COMPLETE GARDENING SERVICE"
Mow torn edge weed ac Low
monthly %Ns Fr. eatimaes Cal
Yeller Liown Core 371 5933

SKI

IISPECIAL RIO.
NEW YEAR’S EVE
Comtism Tour 11059
Rasta Camara
$1499

1.05 _

Clareel Dee lora./ Overdo P81I718

OR CAM/ 10
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose Stote UnoverotY
San Joe. Canon. 95192

In, $559.1

t
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No refund. on <enrolled aids
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SPECIAL
APPRECIATION
DAYS
for our customers and friends
FRIDAY, DEC.6

SATURDAY DEC.7

7:15A.M.-5:00P.M.

10:00A.M.-4:00P.M.

THE MORE YOU PURCHASE
THE MORE YOU SAVE
Purchase This
Amount:

Save This
Amount:

0-$4.99
$5.00-$14.99
$15.00-$24.99
$25.00-UP

10%
15%
20%
25%

EXCEPT UNIVERSITY RINGS, TEXTBOOKS AND
ITEMS FROM THE COMPUTER/ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT

